Module 1.2 Promoting Children’s Success: Building Positive Teacher-Child Relationships
Presenter’s Script
Slide 1

Slide 2:
1. In this session, we will be focusing on building nurturing and responsive relationships.
2. Relationships are the foundation of the pyramid and are necessary for everything else
we do.
Slide 3:
• This quote comes from Uri Bronfenbrenner and illustrates the importance early
childhood care and education professionals can play in children’s lives.
• Children need adults who will fight to get them what they need to be successful in life

Slide 4:

1. Point out that it is important to build relationships with parents outside of the
context of “problem behaviors.”
• Parents are more willing to work with you if you’ve developed the
relationship with them ahead of time
2. Every adult involved in a child’s life is a partner in their physical, intellectual,
and social emotional development
• When we build these relationships, we create a context for supporting
social emotional development and preventing problem behaviors
Slide 5:

When you take the time to develop a relationship with any child, there are benefits.

Slide 6:
As you discuss each suggestion for developing positive teacher-child relationships, pause and
ask participants to share with their partner a time during their daily classroom routine when
the suggested technique would probably be easiest to use and the time when they would like
to improve the implementation of the technique. Ask volunteers to share ideas and ask
group to brainstorm possible changes in the daily schedule or routine that might foster
increased positive interactions.
Slide 7:
Discuss ways that teachers can help children understand classroom expectations. Some
examples are:
• Developing a picture calendar for the daily routine
• Modeling correct behavior
• Respecting children
• Encouraging children

•
•
•
•

Waiting for children to finish asking questions before answering them
Teaching children simple ways of handling difficult situations
Asking children to demonstrate the correct way to handle difficult situations at circle
time
Developing a simple list of class rules

Slide 8:
Discuss ways that teachers can respond to the cultural, linguistic, and individual needs of
children. For example, the teacher might talk to a child’s parents about routines that they
use to comfort the child at home.
Ask participants to share examples from their own experience.
Refer teachers to handout “My Teacher Wants to Know” This handout can be sent home
with children for parents to fill out. It helps teachers connect with parents and also gives
them more information about their student’s life outside of school.
Slide 9:
Discuss strategies for building relationships with children from various cultures.

Slide 10:
Introduce the video as follows: This video shows one teacher engaged in conversation with a
child as they play.
Note to Presenter: the videos in these modules are designed to provide examples that can be
used to describe, reflect, and refine teachersʼ practices. They are not intended to be the best
way, the only way, or the right way to do something. What things does the teacher do to
build relationships with children?
• Participants might comment on how the teacher talked about things the little girl does at
the afterschool program and at home, participated in play as a partner, sat at the childrenʼs
level, was a responsive listener, etc.
Slide 11:
1. This is another popular method of relationship building, developed by Carol McCloud
(2006).
2. The idea of Bucket Fillers is the idea that we all carry an invisible bucket that contains
our feelings. When our bucket is full, we feel great. When our bucket is empty, we
feel sad. A bucket filler is someone who says or does nice things for other people. By
doing this, they are filling other people's buckets and filling their own bucket at the
same time.
3. So, how do we build positive relationships with children?
• Present the metaphor, adopted from the work of Carolyn Webster-Stratton,
of a “piggy bank” to illustrate “making deposits into children’s emotional
banks” as a way of building positive relationships (Webster-Stratton, 1999).
• Instead of a piggy bank, other metaphors might be a garden (growing) or
basket (filling). Ask participants to generate other possible metaphors.
• We make deposits when we do things to build relationships while we make
withdrawals when we engage in behaviors that are detrimental to
relationship building.
4. Recap some of the strategies observed in the video, emphasizing the power of play in
building positive relationships (e.g., talk about things children do at home or in other
settings during play, actively engage in children’s play, participate as a play partner,
sit at children’s level, joke and laugh with children, spend time with children doing

what they love to do).
Slide 12:
The next two slides include some examples of the types of things that you might highlight or
use to prompt participants to think more broadly about how to build relationships with
children
Slide 13:
How can you make deposits for school age (K-1) children?

Slide 14:
1. Remind participants that, since we are working with young children , it is just as
important to build relationships with the families of the children as it is to build
relationships with children.
2. Refer to Handout 3 - My Teacher Wants to Know Ideas to build relationships with
families.
Slide 15:
Possible challenges to implementation might be:
• Not enough time, too many curriculum requirements. (Sample suggestion: Develop
learning centers that help children meet requirements and can be used
independently as you circulate and make individual contact.)
• Expectation that children will wait quietly in line. (Sample suggestion: Eliminate
practice of waiting in line when possible. When children must wait in line, try
teaching them quiet games that they can play with a partner as they wait.)
• Noise level in classroom. (Sample suggestion: Approach the child before addressing
him or her. Get down at child’s eye level to avoid raising your voice.)
• Maintenance duties, such as serving and cleaning up snack. (Sample suggestion: Set
up a snack station instead of serving whole-group snack.)
• Adherence to lesson plans. (Sample suggestion: Be flexible and responsive where
possible. Identify the concepts and skills that must be taught and work them into
activities that fit the interest of the child. Recognize that children are more likely to
learn if the lesson plan is responsive to their interests.)
Slide 16:
1. Refer to “45 Things”
• Note there are many free and inexpensive ways to make deposits to
relationships with children.
• Use this list along with the other examples you’ve seen tonight to complete
this activity.
2. Have participants brainstorm a list of things they can do to build relationships with
children.
• Give participants about 5 minutes to complete this task.
• Report back to the group with examples. Create a list on chart paper.
3. Refer participants to their Action Plans
• Give another 5 minutes to pick one or two things that they are going to do
when they get back to their classroom to improve their relationships with all
children.
• Ask participants to note what resources or supports they will need to make
these changes.

•

Have classrooms report back what changes they are going to make and what
resources the will need.
4. At this point, you should highlight the importance of play as a context for building
relationships with children. Explain that play gives the adult an opportunity to follow
the child’s lead, comment on what the child is doing, and build positive interactions.
• Talk about how easy it is to spend most of our time giving directions and
correcting behavior, and point out that play provides a context for focusing
on more positive behaviors and interactions and promoting children’s social
skills and emotional development.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR PARTICIPANTS
Building Positive Relationships with Young Children by Joseph & Strain
What Works Briefs # 12 – Child-Teacher Relationships
Slide 17:

